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1. Introduction. Let Z(Z/) be the set of integers (positive integers). We
restrict h, i, j, ] and to Z and restrict m, n and r to Z/. Let K be a finite
field with q elements. If a K, ] is a polynomial in X1, X, over
.K, y =d (Yl, Y,) and each y is a variable with domain K, then

N,[](y) a] #{c e K’:/(c) a}.

We often abbreviate "N,[](y) a]" to "N,[] a]" or "N[] a]". Similar
notation is used for the number of solutions of any open sentence in r variables
each having domain K. In any context, the indeterminates (and corresponding
variables) are distinct.
We consider the system of equations

(1.1)

where

(1.2)

(.)

i=1

a,,.K for all (i,j)[1, m] X [1, n-k 1],

for all j [1, n], ri Z+ (and R(n) =, _.., ri), A =as q" ’-, ]
is a K-polynomial in Xi, X.,i over K with N,i[] a]
Ai K(a)B for all a, K, x; = (x., x,;), each x is a
variable with domain K,

and, of course,

(1.4) for all i e [1, m] (j e [1, n]), there exists i e [1, n] (i [1, m]) such
that a. 0.

We consider the problem of determining N.()[(1.1)] subject to (1.2)-(1.4).
Carlitz [2], making use of exponential sums, determined N[(1.1)] in case

m 2, the a; are subject to certain restrictions and the ] are specific K-poly-
nomials (certain quadratic forms).

Corson [4], using entirely different methods, determined N[(1.1)] for arbitrary
a and ] subject to (1.2)-(1.4) in case m 2 and n > 2.

In this paper we generalize some of Corson’s results. We devote 2 to K-

polynomials; in particular, Theorem 2.6 gives N[(1.1)] in case m 1. In
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